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down Sharks 3-2
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SJSU basketball coach Morrison resigns
By Aaron Williams and Mark Gomez
still’ Writers
In his ninth season as San Jose State
University men’s basketball coach, Stan
Morrison announced his resignation
Tuesday. He will finish out the season.
Despite leading the Spartans to the
NCAA Tournament in 1996, Morrison has
only one winning season at SJSU. His overall record as the, head coach at SJSU, from
1990 to the present, is 71-164. He was an
assistant at SJSU from 1967 to 1970.
"I am submitting my resignation to be
effective at the end of the season," Morrison
said in a statement released by the Athletic
Department. "It is the right thing to do."

Morrison is in the midst of his worst season since the Spartans went 2-24 in 1992.
The team is currently 2-16 with powerhouses Texas Christian University, University of
Tulsa, Fresno State and Hawai’i still on the
schedule.
Morrison and his team kept quiet about
the resignation after Tuesday’s practice. He
said he didn’t want to call a press conference
to announce the news. Morrison declined to
elaborate on his announcement.
"I’m not going to dissect it (the resignation)," Morrison said.
He said there was, "not much" he would
answer. He declined comment on the timing
and what prompted his resignation.
Discussing the possibility of other positions, including the vacant director of athlet-

ics position at SJSU, Morrison said, "there
are no other offers."
All the players and assistant coaches
chose not to comment as they left the Event
Center after Tuesday’s practice
The announcement shocked SJSU
women’s basketball coach Karen Smith.
"I just found out," Smith said, adding that
she hadn’t yet talked to Morrison. "He’s a
great person, and I’m going to miss him
dearly. He was always willing to help anyone
in the whole program."
Morrison deflected talk of the resignation
after practice, instead praising his team’s
play of late and discussing the upcoming
game against TCU Saturday.
"We practice tomorrow and try and figure
See Morrison, page 4
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Peggy Kawaye waits with her overheated car near the Alum
Rock Avenue exit off Highway 101 during Tuesday morning’s traffic. Kawaye had been waiting more than four hours for a tow
truck to arrive.
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Students encountered a variety of
problems during their morning commutes to San Jose State University on
Tuesday.
All major freeways to SJSU
Interstates 280 and 680, U.S. 101 and
experienced varying
Highway 87
degrees of flooding. The flooding ranged
from lane closures to the complete shutdown of parts of Highway 87.
There were horror stories of doubled
and tripled travel times.
The Palo Alto commute that normally
takes Lucy Sargeant about 35 minutes,
lasted from 6:15 a.m. until 9:15 a.m.
"I listened to the radio this morning
and they didn’t say anything about
University Avenue (in Palo Alto) and
101, so I assumed they were fine. I accidentally drove under a police line and

ended up driving on the frontage road for
an hour to Embarcadero where traffic
was practically stopped. I had to drive
through three ponds," Sargeant said,
referring to gigantic puddles.
Brad Scott decided to skip his first
class after it took him 30 minutes to
drive down Saratoga Avenue, a trip that
usually takes about 15 minutes. Zia
Nisani spoke of his 20 minute trip from
Bascom Avenue, only a few miles away.
Not every student had a commute
horror story. Many cited staying off the
freeways and finding alternate forms of
transportation as the key to their worryfree commute.
"It wasn’t bad. I took Monterey
Highway from IBM (in South San Jose),"
said Tiffany Garcia, who normally takes
Highway 87. "Parking was actually better."
See Floods, page 5
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Arturo Perez of Milpitas helps Thong Vu push his car safely off First Street and into a parking lot. Like many other people, Vu’s car got
trapped when the engine stalled from too much water. Some of the worst flooding in San Jose on Tuesday was at First Street and Montague
Expressway.
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Former dean dies;
,,,htftday
memo.r,Dio:BlurStat

Memorial Services will be held today at the Oak
Hill Funeral Home for Robert S. Martin, former
Dean of Students at San Jose State University for
12 years, who passed away Saturday.
According to his daughter, Melissa Geary,
Martin died from
congestive heart
failure
at
the
Col umbiaGood
Samaritan
Hospital in Los
early
Gatos
Saturday morning.
"He was slowing down the past
year," Geary said.
"But he was still
mentally sharp,
and he was living
on his own "
According to his
Robert S. Martin
SJSt meant
the world to Martin. who provided many services
for the students ranging from financial aid and
career planning to housing and student health
care.
"He was (at SJSU, for so many years,- Geary
said. "He watched it grow and was a leader to students It was a such a big part of his life and he
made a lot of relationships there It’s where he met
my morn the late Virginia Wall Martin, .Before his retirement in 1958. Martin spoke to
the Spartan Daily.
"I’m very fond of SJSC," said Martin then. "The
students are very fortunate to be :ible to go to such
a fine school According to friends and family. Martin became
quite a bridge player in his later years
"He used to play with .1 number it people in his
office," 5J51. Directur it l’,unseling Services
Wiggsy Sivertsen said "Ile was an avid bridge
player, and we used to give him a hard time abiut it .However. Martin may he more known for building bridges than playing it
"He united students with the idea that the
administration was a helping hand, rather than a
punitive. judgmental. unhelpful bureaucracy.- said
Si ti si ’ll. who we
with Martin at SOSU
iiver ’20 years.
"Bob was always a (poet. mellow guy.- Sivertsen
said. "Back then. t he campus was different. imd the
we
was different Ile was a patient man in a
time that is pine behind its
Not only was Martin a devoted leader on campus, he saved time to lie a faithful family man as
well, family. members said
"He was a great father" Geary said "lie’ was caring, understanding and hp was a great listener Martin, who sat iii) the Student Union Board of
Directors and the As, whited Students Budget
Committee at SJSC
served in World War II
and graduated from :Middlebury College in
Vermont. where he wis a member itt Phi Beta
kappa
Services will he held at I put in the Chapel of
Ruses at the I I.ek II ill Funeral Home in San Jose

Supreme Court, governor deny Tucker’s appeals; Texas execution carried out
By Yvette Anna Trejo
Stall WWI r
Karla Faye Tucker lust all appeals to
save her life Tuesday and was PX1WIlit’ll
in Huntsville, Texas at 6.45 Central
Standard Time.
Tucker, a fbrmer prostitute turned
born-again Christian, was sentenced to
death by lethal injection in 1983 tier the
pickax murders of Jerry Dean and
Deborah Thornton.
On Monday, the Texas pariile board
unanimously refused to recommend
clemency for Tucker. Only hours before
her execution was carried out, Tucker

lost a L 5. Supreme Court
iippeal that sought to block
Texas’ first execution of a
woman in 135 years
San Jose State I. Tniversity
campus reaction prior to the
executiim
varied
slightly
because of the, unusual circumstances
Tucker’s gender and
newly fimnd
thought that Tucker’s life,
should have been spared, but
others felt that the sentence,
should he followed
"It’s great that she’s a Is cm
again Christian," public relit -

Dead Woman Walking
SJSU students Pander Karla Faye Tucker’s
death by lethal injection Tuesday
Do you think "finding
God" should exempt
someone froni execution?

Yes

MI

Do you think being a
woman should exempt
someone from executiiin?

nuns major Brian Tidwill said
"I’m glad she found God, hut she
was convicted in a court of law and
sentenced to death, so that sentence should still be carried out.
Gender shouldn’t play a part at
all."
Advertising
m Je ir
N 1(14
Anselmo had a similar view
"I just believe if you do the
crime. you do the, time she said
’Equal rights for everything
it
goes the Saint’ for that
Opposing viewpoints were just
as common They tended to be
more, focused on capital punish -

rattle’ 1 h,111 1111, Silellilt C.tst
;1;’,1-ci V. It II ill(’ iit101
ty.- social
Joe Getz said
Getz felt that lice’ prison svstern should
start to rehabilitate. inmates instead ot
killing them
’I’m opposed to capital purushnient.said Lois I lelnihold, prokssor and coordinator ot the. NVoinen’s Studies
Program at 5.151’ -11., kill people for
killing people to sas killing people is
wrong It. the contradiction of it
Although Ilelnibold did not agree
with the execution sentence, she did
See Execution, page 7
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Did President Clinton
commit adultery with
White House intern
Monica Lewinsky?
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Clinton’s not guilty;
Lewinsky’s just pawn
of religious right

Cheating Clinton
bound to get his due;
skeletons will haunt
president CI! nton has done it
again, figuratively and literally. By "it- I mean he has
been caught with his zipper down,
and all hell has broken loose.
There are more skeletons in
Clinton’s closet than there are in a
whole cemetery, yet the nation is
being asked to overlook them.
escapade
Clinton’s
latest
involves a sex -crazed 20-something who is probably the youngest
skeleton yet. She has helped
Clinton turn our nation, and the
media, into a three ring circus.
Clinton has stepped up the damage control and has
released the hounds.
His people are now scurrying to do cleanup work, and
his wife has initiated World War III against the media
and all of Clinton’s foes.
The fact of the matter is that Clinton has slowly created his own downfall, but wants to blame it on a rightwing conspiracy. Gimme a break!
Clinton is trying to make himself look like a faithful
husband. Remember those photos of him and Hillary on
vacation, dancing in their swimsuits? What a blissful
relationship, right? Wrong! Why believe a man who has
been involved in two sex scandals already?
names
Gennifer Flowers and Paula Jones the
should ring a bell. They have made the news in the past
by stating they had some sort of sexual encounter with
the president. I’m sure they are working for the
Republicans, though.
Hillary has now made it a point to dispel the rumors
of a possible sexual relationship between her husband
and a former intern, Monica Lewinsky.
She has made the comment that independent prosecutor Kenneth Starr is making it his "mission" to ruin
her and her husband. What an excuse!
Of course it is easier for the president and his supporters to blame Starr and the Republicans for this
whole scandal. Why would the president blame himself
for not being able to keep his pants on ?
I think it is time for the president to take responsibility. It is time for him to tell the truth, for once. If the
president can’t take responsibility for his own actions,
then who else will?
The truth is what Clinton should be searching for in
order to clear his name. The truth is what would come
out if Clinton would just talk to the press...or is it?
Clinton seems to be afraid that something else is
going to slip out and really bring him down. As a nation
we need to look more closely at this whole situation and
really figure out who is in the wrong.
Republicans may not be Clinton’s strongest supporters, and Starr may not be his best friend, but they sure
didn’t put a gun to his head and make him cheat again.
Clinton did it all on his own.
He’s made his bed and now he has to lie in it.

There’s no need to look in
dark, smoky rooms to find
support for Hillary Clinton’s
contention that a right-wing conspiracy is planning the downfall of
her husband.
"Visualize Impeachment" Tshirts were worn proudly by some
of the 1,500 Republicans at last
week’s 25th Annual Conservative
Political Action Conference. The
event featured speakers Newt
Nicholas Boer
Gingrich, Dan Quayle and Oliver
North.
This was the same conference used by Paula Jones to
announce her sexual misconduct charges against the
president in 1994. Jones used the Republican forum to
make the charges two years after the alleged event, and
only then after an article was published that quoted a
state trooper who "remembered her only as Paula."
Jones’ current lawsuit is funded by the Rutherford
Institute, a conservative legal foundation with links to
the Rev. Jerry Falwell.
It turns out independent counsel Kenneth Starr was
giving free advice to Jones’ lawyers when she was first
well before he was appointed to investigoing public
gate Whitewater. Starr, who vvas appointed by a three
judge panel led by conservative Reagan appointee David
Sentelle, has dismissed Mrs. Clinton’s conspiracy allegations as "nonsense."
How well the interests of the religious right, conservative think tanks and the special prosecutor’s office are
coordinated is hard to discern.
But I imagine Starr and Falwell are seething as they
review recent polls showing Clinton’s skyrocketing popularity in the wake of charges that he had sex with
White House intern Monica Lewinsky and encouraged
her to lie about it.
As much doubt as the American people have about
Clinton’s truthfulness, they have even more doubts
about the credibility and appropriateness of Stares
hardball tactics.
The more chains Starr uses to tie up Clinton, the
wilder the applause when he escapes. Perhaps Clinton’s
Houdini routine is less due to his political adroitness
and more due to the insubstantial nature of the allegations.
What if Clinton is telling the truth? Might not that
better explain his "uncanny ability" to emerge from each
scandal in better condition than when he started?
Hillary blamed the conspiracy on people m. ho "just
hate him over some of his policies, his ps’rsoii.iIit
Meanwhile, Jerry Falwell. whose Bawl,: cullegi
sponsored the aforementioned conference. was ii pillar of
morality in the midst of "The White House in Crisis "
"I believe what our president and country need most
right now," Falwell said, "is prayer."
OK. But while we’re all down on our knees, let’s keep
one eye open. Starr and Falwell might use the opportunity to plan their next move.

Yvette Anna Trejo is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Nicholas Boer is a Spartan Daily stall writer.
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Illustration by Lino Azevedo

President Clinton must fare the halls ofjustice with tlw eyes of the world upon him.

Talking Heads
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I lave you, or anyone you know, had sexual relations with Monica Lewinsky?

"About three times.
She’s a freak."

"She got down on her
knees for me."

"I know a couple of
buddies from Hayward
who have."

"You mean that one
time? Three."

"I’ve only had sex with
her four times, and I
think Bill Clinton has
about 20."

"About half the professors at SJSU."

Michael Jones
SJSU student

David Lam
Information
Management Systems

Saint
Physical Education

Anthony Welch
Sports Medicine

Catherine Jones
Biochemistry

Terry Carmon
Psychology

Compiled hy Mindy tiriscr & Photos hy Grayson West
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Hillary’s on the warpath; scalps will fly

Sparta Guide
Today
Asian American Christian
Fellowship
Weekly meeting at 7:30 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Almaden
Room. For more information, call
David at (408) 265-7442.
Ballroom Dance Club
First club meeting of the semester in SPX 89 from 8- 10 p.m. For
more information, call Carmen
Solorzano at (408) 924 -SPIN, or
Arlene Dondoyano at (408) 9245017.
Beethoven Center
Giant sale of books on music
and dance, classical music scores
and LP recordings every day from 1
- 6 p.m. in Wahlquist Library
North, Room 318. For more information, call (408) 924-4590.
Child Development Club
First meeting at 3:30 p.m. in
Central Classroom Building Room
118. All CD majors and minors are
welcome. T-shirts and sweatshirts
on sale. For more information, call
Kelly at (408) 924-3728.
Chi Pi Sigma (Co-ed Law
Enforcement)
Rush table from 9 a.m. to 2:15
p.m. on the fifth floor of
MacQuarrie Hall today through
Thursday. For more information,
call Pete Wagner at (408) 998-8433.
Episcopal Canterbury
Community
Forum: "What does it mean to
’live into our baptism?’" with Linda
Taylor from 5:30 - 7 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Pacheco Room.
Free dinner and discussion. For
more information, call Anna at
(408) 293-2401.
Future Automotive Designers &
Engineers
Formation of SJSU’s first technical car club at 5:30 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Almaden Room.
For more information, call Henry
Gonzalez at (408)924-7030.
Gamma Zeta Alpha
Information table in front of
the Student Union from 9 a.m. - 2

L.A. Nannygate
LOS ANGELES (AP)
A
nanny is suing Demi Moore and
Bruce Willis, claiming Moore
once locked her in a room for
more than hour.
Kim Tannahill said in a lawsuit filed in state court Monday
that the star couple "shamelessly exploited and abused" her
when she worked for them from
1994 until she was fired in
August.
She said Moore once locked
her in a room while verbally
"beating’ her.
The lawsuit seeks unspecified
damages for assault, false
imprisonment and other wrongdoing. Tannahill also sued the

p.m. through Tuesday. For infor
mation call Abelino Anaya at (408)
297-1796.
Library Donations & Sales
Unit
Ongoing book sale evry Tuesday
and Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Wahlquist Library, Room
408 and Clark Library lobby.
Donations are welcome. For more
information, call the Acquisitions
Department at (408) 924-2750.
Re-Entry Advisory Program
Brown bag lunch and
"Awareness on Campus,* presented
by Steve Vandergraaf from 12 1:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Pacheco Room. For more information, call Susan Clair at (408) 9245950.
Sikh Student’s Association
Discuss NDPIII and the
Valentine’s Ball at 12:30 p.m in the
Student Union’s Guadalupe Room.
For more information, call Lakhvir
Singh at (408) 219-3471.
SJSU Mariachi Workshop
Learn to play and sing traditional mariachi music while you
earn one credit. Non -students welcome. Register in the Music
Building lobby at 6:30 p.m. and
classes are held from 7 - 9:30 p.m.
For more information, call (408)
924-4675 or 4701.

Thursday
Alpha Omicron Pi
Sorority recruitment at Chuck
E. Cheese at 6:45 p.m. Meet at
A011, 373 E. San Fernando St. For
more information, call Sandi Smith
at (408) 295-4069.
A.S. Election Board
Last chance to sign up to run for
A.S. government. Candidate orientation from 4 - 5 p.m. in the
Student Union A.S. Council
Chambers. For more information,
call Alicia Restivo at (408) 9245955.
Bhakti Yoga Association
Meeting "In Search of
Intelligent Life" from 11:30 a.m. 1:30 p.m. in the Student Union

couple in federal court, claiming
she wasn’t paid overtime.
Martin Singer, the lawyer for
Moore and Willis, called the complaints "utter fiction" and "an
attempt by Tannahill to get
money through extortion."
The couple sued Tannahill on
Jan. 28, accusing her of violating
an agreement not to divulge
information about their lives.

Web high jinks
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) Oh, the
tangled webs we weave.
A Web address containing the
last name of Democratic Senate
candidate Geraldine Ferraro
takes surfers to the home page
of her opponent, Republican

Almaden Room. For more information, call Braja at (408) 288-6360.
Child Development Club
Second meeting at 4:30 p.m. in
Sweeney Hall, Room 100. All CD
majors and minors ae welcome. For
more information, call Kelly at
(408) 924-3728.
Delta Sigma Pi
Professional event: rØsumØ writing and interview skills, 5:15 p.m.
in the Student Union’s Council
Chambers. For more information,
visit www.cob.sjsu.edu/dsp.
L.D.S. Students Association
Dr. David Loertscher will speak
about the rescue of the
Donner/Reed party at 12:30 p.m. at
the San Jose Institute, 66 S.
Seventh St. For more information,
call (408) 286-3313
Le Cercle Francais
The French Club presents La
Ceremonie, the best of French suspense, at 6:30 p.m. in Sweeney
Hall, Room 100. For more information, call Jean -Luc DeSalvo at (408)
924-4611.
Premedical Club
First meeting at 12:30 p.m. in
Duncan Hall, Room 345. Speaker
from L.A. College of Chiropratic
and free food. For more information, call Pedram at (408) 322-5765.
Public Relations Student
Society of America
Bowling for PR, first meet of the
year at 6 p.m. in the Student Union
Bowling Alley. For more information, call Bruce Roseman at (408)
430-0100 or (408) 462-9507.
The Listening Hour
Dr. Laurel Brettell and John
David Thomsen will perform Bach
and Stravinsky solos from 12:30 1:15 p.m. in the Music Building
Concert Hall. For more information, call (408) 924-4631.
Sparta Guide is provided free of
charge to students, faculty and staff The
deadline for entries is noon, three days
before desired publication date. Entry
forms are available in the Spartan
Daily Office.

American people have
The
been here before. ’Twas six
years ago almost to the day
that the voting public went
through the same sheebang.
A woman accusing, a president
denying, a first lady fighting, a
media clamoring and a nation
buzzing.
Hello, deja vu.
The truth is, I’ve never much
liked Hillary Rodham Clinton.
Yeah, I know she’s the debut
first lady to have her owl, office in
the White House. Yeah, I know
she’s made great strides in health
care. Yeah, I know that she’s a
strong woman.
But it’s the "It takes a village"
thing and the Socks the Cat thing
and the fake smile, stand-by-her-man thing that
just sort of hangs me up.
Despite all this, it’s time the spin doctors take
notice and let the president know what the rest of
the country would tell him if they could tug at his
ear for a moment.
Shut up, Bill.
Hillary is at the reins.
A tight-lipped and unconvincing president
turned in an initial D- performance when he
addressed the nation regarding his alleged oral
sex affair with intern Monica Lewinsky.
He only slightly redeemed himself prior to the
State of the Union address when he stared into
the cameras and asserted that he "did not have
sexual relations with that woman, Ms. Lewinsky."
When Hillary spoke to the "Today" cameras
regarding what has been dubbed "Fornigate," she
made a far better showing than her hubby had.
Step aside, Bill.

This is Hillary’s bag.
Six years ago, amid the
Gennifer Flowers debacle, the
President sat down, after repeated
denials, and "candidly" fessed up
that he had "caused pain in his
marriage."
Analysts noted that, although
he had admitted infidelity, he had
neatly sidestepped committing to
the singular or plural, avoiding
the words "affair" or "affairs."
Days later, on the heels of the
1992 Super Bowl, Hillary took to
the television sets, held her head
high and salvaged Bill’s faltering
presidential bid.
She’s in her element now. This
is a talent that by now is finely
honed. She’s speaking directly to a
public which, to a large extent, questions how
trustworthy a man is in his business dealings
when he can’t keep his pecker in his pants.
It’s time to lay the White House cards on the
table. The President of the United States is an
adulterer. The Commander in Chief is a cheat.
The Leader of the Free World is a serial philanderer.
Shame on you, Bill, for putting the presidential
office in jeopardy for the sake of a little suckysucky.
How easily you must forget ... a woman accusing, a president denying, a first lady fighting, a
media clamoring and a nation buzzing.
Hillary, salvage your office while you still can
and clamp the chastity belt on Billy boy now.
Tern K Milner is a Spartan Daily co-executive editor
Her column appears every Wednesday.

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to
the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily Office
in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax to 408 924-3237, e-mail at
SDAILY@jmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington
Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisenie, ’ ’lo not necessarily reflect the views of the
Mass Communications or SJSU.
Spartan Daily, the School of Journalis-

Sen. Alfonse D’Amato.
Edward Taussig, a D’Amato
supporter, said he recently
bought the rights to the Web
address "www.ferraro.org" and
set up the page.
"It’s just a lark," said Taussig,
a computer programmer in New
York City. "It’s basically in support of D’Amato on my own."
Web addresses are available
on a first-come-first-served
basis.
D’Amato’s staff said they
knew nothing of the Web link
until they were told by a
reporter.
There was no immediate comment Tuesday from Ferraro’s
campaign.

Quotefor the day
Honesty is the best policy, but insanity is a better defense.
Anonymous

Spartan Daily
One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149
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Morrison: Coach to step down
Continued from page 1
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San Jose Shark. Jeff Friesen, 39. battles with New Yeerk Ranyers, edefrery,c.rnen late in the third period. The

Sharks lost 3-2 to the Rangers Monday night.

Sharks rally falls short
Rangers net 3 2 win
despite third period
surge from San Jose
It

t othom l’eret

Teeteriny ,II1 t ii
if the
I.
final playeett spot.
2
loss to the NI.V1 York Itingers
wasn’t what t he San
Sharks needed to end illeIr final
Inernestand heir e
he N111.
stops play it
the. Winter
Olympics.
r
The Sharks
1 1 in the
first six of a $even :’,1111,
tarot. which me hided a 5 2
thumping of the eli 1-.1,d1 leading
Colorado
AN. ;11,01,11,ill
Saturday lint .1 -111....1-11 -tart
quickly jeopardized !lc sharks
bonne. momentum etc I 7L. II hold
on the eighth and Iliad estern
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11;tv,
-hois tii it I tv
we are going to plat earl%
Shark forward Beerme Nee
"Tonight vce shove. el the in wl
17,000 people weliii fit
The Ranger, pumped ii the
Sharks fiv)
-iii I!be
game as Mike Ea-tv.,1 pot
back a rebounded shot if
Kelly Ilrucley
W’ayne.
I ikt Ill ,,11.0
ill
be one id hi, fold! .11.p .a.
in front of Ka% Area hot k, tan,
assisted Si ott Sto
1.ar
power pla%
mid%%,)% thr,u;di
the second peri,
From behind the net. intik
wheeled around to Ow bitt ott
circle. 11; ell, right .it Jirlililt
before. Ill Jll-’ill iia pass IA It Ill
StIIVI’lls Ill 11.011 of the net
t

111

I )..1.11.

d 11111 clutch. Stevens
till puck over a
I Irtidey
-’trill I H
Shark .1. hri-enian Marty
Sorle% tried to slearle ein
ill! Shark ,tfort five minutes
into the -econd period :is he
went
:tile’!" Ranger winger
Darren Leingeleal After a few
shoves the twee players threw
down and liegat
i tight that
laste-d ahem tt.,
hefore
the IX hell -till pia \ .t %%ere broken up lei a line -man
1{1g,klr’
Stock scored his tirst NI
goal,
the e. ent 11.11 t!:1111,it nneT. three
minuIt
the third period
Ste\ en, and
assisted
"I dreamed ..1 going end it:
end. fending off defiqis,niHri the
whole way bir my first goal in
the. NHL.- Stock said "But I’ll
take that
After Stock’s t.teeal. the. Sharks
-tarted to1)1.1% )Iesperate. frantic
hockey, dominantly the third
period.
Sharks late surge
tittte-ti them twee goal,: 11111 SCV, red scoring opportemit IPS, but a
-troll!! game hy Ranger i_toalie
Mike Richter prevented any lead

Th,

Ten -and -half minutes into the.
third period. Bernie. Nicholls
slapped one. past Richter from 15
teet elit ()wen Nolan followed
toor minutes later with a goal on
assists by Nicholls and 1011
ii 111111
We mad). a couple of mistakes and it cost us the. game."
-aid Shark coach !berry] Sutter
Theo. had II hitter first period,
nil %ve had a better third."
In the third, the Sharks had
1er ten minutes to pull even
ith the Rangers and, despitese... rat prime
In tilt ttt

the Rangers’ net, the puck either
hit a fee l’_t a Ilefensemans leg or
Richter %%W... ititle to come up
%vale the. save.
:the!’ being outshot 21-14 in
the first two periods. the. Sharks
the. Rangers in the third
pen Ill
"We went in and played a
solid game plan for 45 minutes,"
Ranger coach t’olin f’ampbell
said "I think now we have to
understand what got us in trou.
ble in the last 15 (minutes)."
The Sharks will head north to
play. Edmonton. Calgary and
Vancouver before. the break
starts len Felt 8. Edmonton is
currently occupying the final
plav off spot_ as it is a point up on
the Sharks
The break Mr the Olympics is
called the. Winter Break. The
break gives NHL players a
chance. to complete in the Winter
()Iympics in Nagano, Japan. It is
the. first time. a major sport in
America has been haulted midSI/ Its players can cornpen in the Olympics. The official
Winter Break runs until Feb. 21,
but the. Sharks won’t begin play
until Fel). 26 against St. Louis at
the San Jose Arena,
"We are geeing to get the rest
we need." Nicholls said. "It’s definitel.e it good break for us.
Everybody is going to he well
rested with the second half
starts
Marcus
Ragnarsson
and
Marco Sturni are. the. two players who V.’1111.1 get much rest as
they will be playing for their
it,pcetita. countries of Sweden
and Germany. The two were humtired in a ceremony after
Monday’s game.

out a way to beat a very gifted
TCU team," he said. "Right now
I’m only worried about one
thing, getting our team to play
its absolute best. We played well
at Hawai’i and San Diego
(SDSID, but broke down defensively down the stretch."
This season the Spartans
have been decimated by injuries
and players leaving the team.
Nine Spartans are expected to
suit up for the TCU game.
SJS11 was Morrison’s third
stop as a head coach of a
Division-1 basketball program.
His first stint was at Pacific from
1973 to 1979, coaching the
Tigers to a 100-88 record and
one NCAA tournament berth.
He was named Pacific Coast
Athletic Association "Coach of
the Year" in 1979.
Morrison then headed south
where he coached at the
Southern
of
University
California from 1980 to 1986. He
led the Trojans to two NCAA
appearances in seven seasons
and a 103-95 record. He was also
named Pac 10 "Coach of the
Year" in 1985. He was an assistant coach at USC from 1971 to
1973. Following his final year at
USC in 1986, Morrison accepted
the position as athletic director
at UC Santa Barbara. He accepted the head coaching position at
SJSU in 1990.
Morrison’s most noted accomplishment at SJSU came in the
1996 season, when he coached
the Spartans to a Big West
Conference Championship by

jell Arrest./ Sp.trritri Daily
Head coach Stan Morrison announced his resignation from the
SJSU men’s basketball team Tuesday.

winning the conference tournament despite a 13-17 regular
season. The championship gave
the Spartans an automatic berth
in the NCAA tournament, its
first since 1980 and third in
school history. SJSU lost in the -

Duncan, Robinson do in Warriors 105-96
OAKLAND, Calif. (API Tim
Duncan scored a career-high 34
points and David Robinson had
23 as the San Antonio Spurs
used a 20-4 run in the last seven
minutes to rally past the Golden
State Warriors 105-96 Tuesday
night.
The Warriors, who had a
seven -point lead with 7:17

remaining, were held to 10
fourth-quarter points, a season
low It was their ninth loss in a
row at home and 18th in the past
19 games overall,
Golden State played its final
game befiire the break, and
coach P.J. Carlesimo was scheduled to leave fin- New York.
where he is expected to testify

break his contract with promoter
Don King and hi-- co managers
it was reported Tiii.,elav
"Mike. went elem.,’ and met
with I,Inee. guys it LI/s Angeles
anel they e.nticed Iiini by saying
they could help him more than
his existing deal." a source close
to the parties told the Associated
Press Feit’ai,ti night
"! think Tyson ;list went
through a teen ot nione.y .end blew
it," said the source, who request-

ed anonymity "1 don’t know if it’s
the money ur that he’s just hits-

trate& He’s in the prime of his
career and
It isn’t know if he
will get approved in
months"
Tyson was banned from boxing by the Nevada St.ite Athletic
Commissi011 in July after biting
Evander Ilielyfield on the. ears
the previllIP, menial dewing a

championship tight at the MI 1M
Grand Hotel here
Under the kin. he can seek
relicensing alti.r rine. year.

’nu.

source said Tyson wrote
to King and co -managers John
Horne ;old Rory Holloway,
threatening to end their relittionship ’Ile source declined to
disclose. the contents of the letter. other them that it stated
King. Hollowly and Mame were
not allowe-el tee make. illly future.
commitment, tor Tyson.
"Ile wrote tilt letter, then he.
I died Rory and John later and
apologized,- the. ,ourco said 1
think it is a tempest in a teapot
Ile’s uncle ’r contract With e.very-

body
King, fle trin. and
Hollowly ’Flierp’s no way he. can
get ti it III those contracts which
run for another three years."

hilt there are often outside forces
and individuals that will try to
capitalize on Mike’s frustration
that conies from his layoff as a
result of the suspension," King
said in his statement.
King added, "We’ll work
through those too because our
common goal is to get Mike back
to training and into the ring
again."
"I think there is sometimes a
frustration and misunderstanding that can occur in the best of
friendships and business relit-

tionshijis, and that’s how we categorize.

this,"

Holloway

and

fluent

Horne said in a joint statement.
The co-managers said they
would continue to stand by
Tyson " a M We work to get
through all of the frustrations
that have occurred since the

King. !form. and Holloway
issued
statements
through

unfortunate incident in Las
Vegas," an apparent reference to

!twirl) Communications, a Las
Vegas public relations firm hired
tie represent the boxer after the
Juni. tight furor.
"I love. Mike and he. knows it,

the Tyson-Ifolyfield debacle.
The source characterized the
latest Tyson flap as "one promotem against another promoter."

Tyson was believed to he. in
Los Angeles earlier ’fliesday. but
could not be reached for coin-

Wednesday in arbitration hearing for Latrell
Sprewell.
Sprewell is contesting his yearlong suspension and contract
termination fiillowing his Dec. 1
attack on Carlesimo.
Donyell Marshall’s 23 points
led Golden State. Tony Delk had
21 and Joe Smith and Erick
Dampier had 16 points apiece.

HOW
Just

pick up a raffle ticket at

the Sports Illustrated Campus
Fest today and drop it by the
Spartan Bookstore with your
name and number on it, or
fill out the ticket below, cut it
out and drop it by. Two names
will be drawn and the winners

Tyson tries to break away from King
LAs
,Ap
Nliko
Tyson, frustrated hy his 1),Iiiefiment from boxing. ha, tried to

first round to eventual national
champion Kentucky 110-72.
Acting director of athletics,
Carolyn Lewis, said a search for
a replacement will start after
SNIT names its new director of
athletics

will receive a S25 gift

WIN

certificate good at Jambe

/MEW.

FREE
JAMBA
$25

Juice. The winners will be
posted on Thursday.
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MOM Number

Sports Illustrated
Campus Post
114 lt by Spa. on boolstol
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Deputy Sheriff Archie Warren helps a Pajaro resident off a
National Guard troop mover after evacuating him from his
house Tuesday morning. Over 8,000 residents were evacuated
from the low-lying city as the Pajaro River rose to flood stage.

Dan Frohlich/ Spartan Daily

CALTRANS worker, Mike Campbell, removes debris from a storm drain that caused the flooding of Highway 101 at Alum Rock Avenue.
According to officials, work crews had been on the scene since 3 a.m. attempting to divert storm runoff.

Floods: More storms on the horizon
Continued from page 1
Some students decided to bypass
driving all together.
"I just had my friend drive me to
school," said Rick Lau, a senior hospitality management major who was
waiting in line to call for a ride. "I
knew it would be hard getting to
school today."
Students should not get too comfortable with the break in the weather
today.
According to weather forecaster
Chris Donohoe of KINITV, San Jose can
expect a slight break in the storm
today, but there will still be some
showers.
"Tomorrow (Wednesday) should be

dryer," Donohoe said. "But another
storm will be coming in later
(Wednesday) and Thursday."
Despite the lack of serious damage
caused by the storm in San Jose, there
was a press conference called by
Mayor Susan Hammer to answer
questions about a reported spill at the
San Jose/Santa Clara Water Pollution
Control Plant.
The spill had been brought under
control, and, according to the Mayors
Press Secretary Kevin Pursglove, none
of the sewage had escaped into the
nearby San Francisco Bay.
Hammer also advised San Jose residents to conserve water to help prevent another spill, which happened
because of excess water from the

storm.
"People are under the misconception that since there is a lot of water,
they don’t need to worry about usage,"
said Rebecca Norcott of the public
information office for the mayor.
"Residents should be conserving water
right now. That way there is an even
flow of water into the plant."
While most of the major rivers in
San Jose have begun to subside and
flash flood warnings have expired,
there is still a serious situation in
Pajaro near Watsonville, where the
levees are under duress.
"They’ve evacuated a good number
of the citizens (in Pajaro)," said Colonel
John Mentor of the National Guard.
/of
Claudia Schiffer greets students as they pass by the Loreal exhibit in
the wet Tuesday weather,

Lett: A pedestrian views the
effects of the flood near First
Montague
Street
and
Expressway.

OVUM DONORS
NEEDED
Women Ages 21-29,
Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!
53.000. Stipend and Expenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
Japanese Donors.

Right: Sheriffs deputies go
through the neighborhoods
of Pajaro on their way to
search for people still in their
homes. Some residents didn’t want to leave their homes
even when the evacuation
was mandatory.

Photo by

Jeff Mew,/ Spartan Daily
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Academic Senate begins path to joint library
By Martxret Bethel
litt r

A resolution of guidelines to be used in the
process of the joint library negotiations was unanimously approved by San Jose State University’s
Academic Senate Monday.
Mayor Susan Hammer and SJSU President
Robert Caret first announced plans to discuss the
possibility of combining the city’s main Martin
ibrary
Luther King Jr. L
with the university’s in February 1997.
Several committees organized in the last year
have established that the new library should be
about 504.000 square feet with room to hold both
libraries’ current collections, as well as space for
20 years growth at the current rate. The new
building is expected to cost about $130 million.
with the cost split proportionately to the space
each collection will take. This means 70 percent
would go on the CSU tab.
According to Carmen Sigler, senate vice chair,
the intent of resolution A.S.1025 is to set out
guidelines
the negotiation process between San

Jose and the university and the construction of a
joint library, as well as to outline the senate’s role
in that process. The main idea of the joint library,
as well as the, most debated issue, is that both the
city’s and the university’s collections will be combined.
Jonathan Roth, senate member and history professor, recognizes the university’s responsibility to
San Jose’s citizens, but is concerned that their full
access to SJSU’s collection will hinder students.
"Our fundamental duty is to protect the library
collection for the students today and the students
of the next generation," Roth said.
In an effort to limit accessibility to the university’s resources, Roth introduced an amendment to
the guidelines that would require the "bulk" of the.
two collections be kept "physically separate."
"If the city insists on a single collection, we
should say no," Roth said.
A 24-12 vote failed the Roth amendment, as the
majority of the senate agreed that the integration
guidelines within the resolution were sufficient.
The resolution policies include continued regulation by university policy to access and circulation

46
Our fundamental duty is to
protect the library collection
for the students today and
the students of the next
generation.
Jonathan Roth,
senate member and history professor

of ti,ltirs collection, and "any agreement regarding access to library resources would have to be
established in such a way as to preserve flexibility
in setting policy, such as providing for the possibility of tiered permission levels of on-site and
remote access."
While the guidelines have been approved, neither the city nor the university have made any

commitments to fund a joint library. Providing the
guidelines are fulfilled to the Senate’s satisfaction,
a memorandum of understanding can be expected
in April, which is a non-binding agreement to continue negotiations.
Allison Heisch, senate member and English
professor, said a joint library under one roof would
be an advantage, as opposed to SJSU’s current
library which is situated in two buildings.
"Many of us have struggled for years with the
schizophrenia of our library," Heisch said.
Whether the city and the university agree to
continue negotiations, a joint library is ultimately
up to the California State University system, as
SJSU’s funding would come from a CSU allotment
of a higher education bond. If the negotiations
result in a feasible plan for a joint library, and the
CSU is willing to appropriate funds, Caret and
Hammer could announce formal agreements in
November.
"This (joint library) has to go through a CSU
approval process," SJSU Vice. President Don
Kassing said.

Recycling center; turning garbage into careers Sports Illustrated
66
braves weather for
All these people
talking about the
promotional event
environment are
BY Ed Obenseiser

au N.\

Olszewski
likes
Bruce
garbage He likes it so much he
even wrote. his master’s thesis
about it.
Olszewski, a lecturer in the.
Studies
Environmental
Department at San Jose State
University and director of the
Center for Development of
Recycling (CDR, says garbage
has an undeservedly bad image..
It’s a potential resource, he. says.
that can help reduce environmental degradation, help the,
economy and create jobs.
Olszewski said almost everything people. consume goes
through the economic cycle and
is thrown away.
"All these people talking
about the environment are. looking at the wrong end of the economic cycle)," Olszewski said.
His way to mine garbage’s
potential was to create the
Center for the. Development of
Recycling at SJSU.
It opened in 1989 with a
from
the
start-up grant
of
California
Department
Conservat ion and additional
support from the city of San
Jose.
The center is a recycling
clearinghouse tier Santa Clara
County, providing recycling and
reuse information to residents,
businesses. government agencies, and non-profit organiza-

tions of the county.
It helps them recycle many
materials rather than bury them
in a landfill.
The center keeps a database
on the most recent recycling possibilities and markets in the
county. It helps people realize
the scope of what can he recycled.
Any SJSU student can call
the center to find out how to
recycle common items such as
newspapers, junk mail, phone
books or even gold, which one
caller wanted to get rid of, said
student Donna Thurmon, the
center’s administrative manager.
It is a conduit for SJSU environmental studies students into
the recycling job market, say
recent graduates.
SJSU alumni who worked at
the center are recycling specialists for the cities of Mountain
View, Sunnyvale and Santa
Clara.
Gregg Updegraff is the recycling coordinator for Mountain
View. He worked at the center
for approximately three years.
1.7pdegrafT said he started out as
a student volunteer ;end worked
his way into a paying position.
Center
for
the.
"i The
Developing of Recycling) played
a big role in my obtaining this
position," Updeg.rraff said.
Updegraff met people in the
recycling industry who do the
hiring though his work in the

He worked in the center for one
and a half years. Kirby is a recycling specialist for Sunnyvale.
He said the experience working for the center was invaluable
iend helped him get his job.
Kirby gained real -world experience talking with city officials
and garbage haulers during his
time. with the center.
"The most valuable thing I
got from the (Center for the
Development of Recycling) experience was getting my name out
there in the public and private
sectors," Kirby said. "When I
started looking for a job, my
name was known."
Kirby was hired immediately
after graduation by Sunnyvale
as its commercial recycling specialist. He helped businesses
manage their recyclables including cardboard, high density plastics and silicon wafers, which are
the basis for computer microprocessors.
Thurmon, the center’s administrative. manager, said the center handles an average of 500
calls each month.
"The education aspect is the
most important:. Thurmon said.
"I’m learning new things and
helping educate the public about
recycling."
For more information, call the
center hotline at 1800) 5338414. The on-campus number is
924-5453.

looking at the
wrong end (of the
economic cycle).
Bruce Olszewski
Director of the Center for
Development of Recycling

center, he said. He learned the
jargon and the major players in
the industry including city recycling specialists, politicians and
businesses.
Updegraff, while working at
the center, researched what each
city was doing in the recycling
field, wrote a report and gave
that intbrmation to the county
for its database..
He gained necessary skills fOr
success in the field such as setting a time line for the project
and seeing it through to completion while he worked at the center, Updegraff said.
Tim Kirby graduated from
SJSU in 1996 with a bachelor’s
degree in environmental studies.

Olympic security stepped up after attack on airport
NAGANit,
on
,Al’,
Tuesday tightened their already lwavy security bir the Olympic, :liter cc rocket attack at
Tokyo’s main inti,rnat yawl airport.
The, attack came as thousands of foreign
athletes, officials and spectators are streaming through t he airport on their way to the.
Nagano Game’s. which start on Saturday.
Police have no evidence the. launch of the.
homemade ri (elects, which injured one worker, was aimed at disrupting the. flow of people to Nagano. airport spokesman Fuji()
Takahashi steel Tuesday.
And while no one, has claimed responsibility fin- the. attack at the airport 40 miles east
of Tokyo. authorities suspect it was carried
out by leftist radicals who have long opposed
the. building of a second runway there.
Radicals frequently have. claimed responsibility for similar attacks in the past.
Although no link has been established to
the games, the. tinting of the attack is deeply
embarrassing to the. Japanese government
and has i’aused particular concern in Japan.
Mitsuhiro Uestigi, who as National Public
Safety Commission chairman is one of
Japan’s top security officials, told reporters
in Tokyo the attack was an "extremely
heinous crime."
International Olympic Committee officials said they have been informed that
we’re’ stepping up secuJapanese authont

venues Tuesday.
Takahashi, the airport spokesman, said
police were keeping closer watch on the airport buildings and metre frequently
patrolling the. grounds on Tuesday to prevent another attack.
Airport police. added that they were planning to step up security anyway to coincide
with the approach of the games.
In the. Monday night attack, two of the
rockets landed and exploded in the paved
area near the. hangars for cargo planes, and
a third was found intact nearby,
Police said that the projectile that
remained intact measured about 10 inches
long and 2 inches wide, suggesting it was a
trench mortar, Kyodo News reported.

rity. They said thi.s were confident in the
ability of the police to protect the games,
which are drawing about 2,200 athletes from
a record 72 countries.
"We are being kept fully informed of the.
developments," IOC director general
Francois Carrard said. "We. are being told
security measure’s have. been upgraded and
reinforced."
Still, he said people at the games may be
seeing metre security officers, tighter procedures and less flexibility.
Some 6,000 police will he. mobilized for the.
Feb. 7-22 games in Nagano, about 115 miles
northwest of Tokyo.
A spokesman for the Nagano Prefectural
Police said all necessary security measures
were being taken to protect the. Olympics,
and no changes in
Nagano were being
made because of the
Narita attack. He.
refused to comment
further,
The police presence.
here is already heavy.
Police patrols and
armored vans have.
kept a high profile in
the past week, but
there was no visible
increase of forces at
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Experience the reward! and %rust:art ((( of
enabling another w
an to «me rive. If yin’
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or dither ethnic cultures, yon may help others
of your ethnic background
who would otherwise remain
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for the past three years, and
San Jose State students have
always made full use of these
tents," Stuart said.
L’Oreal,
1 -800-Collect,
Citibank, Vivarin and Reese’s
Peanut Butter Cups, will hand
out free. sample’s at the event.
After samples are given
out, students can participate,
in events such as sumo
wrestling, a bungee run and
obstacle. course, a 30-second
basketball challenge and the
joust-a-bout, the most popular
event, according to Stuart.
The. joust-a-bout competition is composed of two combatants who "fight "each other
with long lances with heavy
padding on each end that are
used for combat.
Art education major Van
Nguyen, who has participated
in the basketball challenge! in
past Campus Fests, is hesitant
to enter the joust.
"I’m a small guy," Nguyen
said. "I’ll get knocked out,
unless it’s against a girl."
This year the fest will have
a new event, which will be an
inflatable 20-foot mountain
climb.
"I would probably try it
because it looks like fun,"
Environmental Studies major
Michele Conrad said.
According to Stuart, fun is
the key word for the. fest.
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Most sports go on through
rain or shine. It won’t be any
different for the Sports
Illustrated Campus Fest.
"It’s pretty stressful coming
back to school," said Chris
Stuart, field manager of the
event. "It’s a good idea to come
out here, get rid of your stress
and have fun."
The Campus Fest , which
will be held today and
Thursday at the Central
Plaza, is a chance for students
to get free merchandise,
Stuart said.
"It’s difficult to get the
interest of the Generation X
college students," Stuart said,
referring to the 18-25 age
group. "This is a fun way to do
it."
The fest will cover nearly
an acre of the campus and feature more than 25 activities,
along with sweepstakes drawings for a Chevrolet Cavalier,
Geo Metro and Tracker.
According to Stuart, the
main draw of the event is the
free merchandise.
All a student has to do is
visit the booths, show his or
her student identification card
and receive free stuff.
"We’ve been coming here
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Execution: Death in Texas
Continued from page 1
have some thoughts regarding
the factors in the case. Helmbold
said that it did not make sense to
have a double standard for
women and men. As for the religion, she was concerned that if it
did play a factor in the Tucker
case, it would be a problem in
other cases.
"Our constitution says we have
a separation between church and
state," Helmbold said. "If they’re
going to use religion as a mitigating circumstance, is this country
going to look at other religions?"
Yoko Baba of the Sociology
Department said that the Tucker
execution would be sending a
message to other women on death
row.
"We are sending the message

If we don’t believe in change among prisoners, then how can he rehabilitate prisoners? We have to give them at least a
chance.
- Yoko Baba
Sociology Department

that you are next...that you are
going to be just like men," she
said. "It’s a turning point. If we
consider her gender, other male
inmates may not feel they have
equal rights in Texas."
Baba was very concerned with
the impact of the execution and,

EMPLOYMENT

INTERACT ACCESSORIES, INC..
worlds largest manufactunar/maketer
of gaming accessories arid controllers
for the PC. N64, PlayStation etc. is
opening Product Development facility
in SJ area. Positions avail: Product
Evangelism, Product/QA Testers &
Marketing Support. Prerequisites:
must be superb communicator with
intimate knowledge of gaming
industry AND ardent game player.
Sr. marketing positions also avail in
Bartimore. MD headquarters. Send
resumes to IAI, Attn: Hr. 9611
Pulaski Park Dr., Balto, MD 21220.
Fax: (410) 238-1434: Email:
jherskowitz@gameshark.com

ElOOKKEEPER/ADMIN ASST. to
President Flex PT schedule.
Quickboolr s. Excel experience req.
Child Care available. KidsPark
corporate office near Valley Fair.
Call 260 7929 or FAX resume to
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 6-8 school
26(17366
seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the
MULTIMEDIA TECHNICIAN
afternoon. No ECE units are
JOB #98-003
required. Previous expenence with
$2669 - 53737/mo.
Support computer labs for innova children preferred. Please contact
1,ue multimedia Master’s & Multi- Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
media Certificate Programs.
INFORMATION CENTER
Pesolr,e tech problems & assist
in developing creative solutions. is accepting applications for
PE() Knowledge of Mac & PC incl Employment. Must be available
livstein 7 5. Win95 & NT. Familiar Tuesday & Thursday Mornings.
with networking, web design. user Work Studrencouraged. Contact
sunoort & current multimedia the Student Union Director’s
applications. Knowledge of media Office. 9am-5pm. 924-6310.
penpherais, 4 year degree related
area R, multimedia experience. DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
Moly by 2/13/98 to Cal State one on one in company car. Good
Hayward, Hayward, CA 94542 or dnving & teaching skill. HS Grad.
Call 510/8853634 for app. More Clean DMV, No Criminal Record.
No exper. nec. Training provided.
info ill www.csuhayward.edu
Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
WANTED: LEADERS/MANAGERS 999W. San Carlos St. 971-7557.
for USMC OCS and eight training, www.d e I uxedriving.com
Salary 30 366/yr. Tuition assistam. available. Must be: F/T TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted.
student or possess BA/BS. Small World Schools has Part(IS i.itizen, under 28 years old. time and Full -Time, a.m, and
Cali Capt. Sorra at 408-971 3791. p.m permanent and summer
positions available. Units in CD,
INSTRUCTORS - PT, Enthusiastic ECE, Psych, Soc. or Rec required.
to teach FUN science programs in If you are interested in working
eiemeotary schls. Requires reliable with a high quality child care
car, expenerksr w/kds, enthusiasm. companvcall 40E1379-3200 x21
sairiry. Call. Mad Science of
the South Bay Ol 14081 262 5437. PALO ALTO SCHOOL DISTRICT
Child Care Centers
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HISP Teacher & Aide Subs needed.
needed for small. exclusirie shop Teachers-$70/day (permit needed)
& kerir el PT, afternoon’s Tues Sat. Aides-$10.20/hr. (am. a p.m. hrs)
Mu’ ,1 he reliable. honest, able to 650-329-3742 for an application.
din urrysir.rii work Experience 650-856-0876 for information.
working vir/ dogs per, but will train.
SECURITY
Great opportunity tor dog lover!
Full and Part Time Positions
86 50/hr. Fax resume w/cnver
Graves, Swings and Weekends
letter tit 4(18/3770109 or call
Low key job sites
408,371 9115.
Will train
Abcom Private Security
ASSEMBLE 8, TEST hydraulic
or-0,1.J ime Knowledge of small
408247-4827
handtords & light machining a
plus. Other duties include light IMMEDIATE OPENINGS"
offir.e work shipping & receiving. Receptionist. Office Clerk
Team player mentality a must. Sales. Customer Support
Campbell, CA Fax resume to: Technician, Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
408/3705,743
Cal 408/9428866
MT VIEW PERFORMING ARTS CTR. or fax to 408/942-8260
hiring exp. Sr. Ticket Svc. Reps/ Electrom Staffing Services. EOE
Sr Stagehands. 20 hrs/wk. excl. 1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
benefits. Call 650/9036310 for Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
info/req’d application. Filing turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
deadline. Feb. 20. 1998.
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
available. Easy hours. Good
WAITPERSON NEEDED
money. Ask for Mike, 261-1323.
EVENINGS & WEEKENDS
SALARY " TIPS
APPLY IN PERSON
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 ALMADEN EXP SAN JOSE
WAREHOUSE POSITION
AVAILABLE MON. FRI.
Part time 3pni to 7pm
Detail Oriented Order Puller
$6.00 Per Hour
Work for a company that
truly appreciates its staff.
Apply in person.
1404 So 7th St San Jose
Corner of 7th & Alma.

ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking F/T & P/T Te ers
and Aides. Substitute positions
are also available that offer flexible hours. ECE units preferred but
not required. Please contact
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary " tips.
Students needed in the immediate
are. Full time/part time openings.
Call today 1 650 968 9933
International Bartenders School
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21 29. healthy.
responsible, all nabonalities
Give the grft of life!
$3,000 stipend A, expenses paid
Bmus kr Crimp & lapareedarrs
PLEASE CAU. WWFC
800314-9998

FILE CLERK WANTED -Acct. Dept.
8-10 hours per week, flexible.
Please fax resume to 297-6000,
Attention: Adina.

JAPANESE RESTAURANT looking
for part or full time waitress, waiter, dishwasher & busboy. Please
STUDENT E/or PRO THERAPISTS call 938-0888 or come in for an
for Autistic girl. 812-r/hour. more application at 384 S. 2nd Street.
for experience. Paid training. Part- Ask for Kevin or Kathy.
time afternoons & weekends.
Please call 408/946-8211.

OPPORTUNITIES

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time. Flexible Hours.
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.

KILLER PHONE CARD RATES:
Call anywhere USA for 11.91/
minute. Call anywhere Mexico for
291/minute. Very reliable service.
$5, $10 & $20 cards available.
Two very good distributors wanted. Easy to sell at these prices.
Special trial offer of 20% off retail
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
on any size first order. For
PIT. Elementary Schools.
Degree or Oeclenti al NOT Required. additional information leave
Opportunity Ice Teachirg Expeience. message at 415-960-3053.
Need Car.
Vote Mal: (4013)287-4170 54. 408
WORD PROCESSING
EOE/AAE
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI look- *AFFORDABLE &EXPERIENCED*
ing for daycare staff person. Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Hours 2:30pm-6:30pm. Working Papers. Nursing. Group Projects.
with elementary aged children. Fiestrnes. Al Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
408/723-5140.
Punctuation/ Ed. ig. 24+ ye Exp.
WP 5.1/FP Laser. PAM’S
NOW IS THE TIME TO FIND A JOB
for the New Year. Teleservices PROFESSION/0/%403D PROCESSIIG.
247-2681. 8am-8pm.
Bureau needs outgoing personalities with great voices for nationwide projects. Rex hours. Music. EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Performing Arts. and Sales/Mar- Science & English papers/theses
keting majors are encouraged to our specialty. Laser printing.
apply. Call Maria ASAP, 360-1370 APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing. graphics
to see if you qualify.
and other services available on
TEACHERS high quality, licensed either WordPerfect or Word.
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12 Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul a Virgrua 408-251-0449.
year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
Days. Eve. Weekends
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Min 6 ECE required
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
Team environment
group projects,etc. I have a
Benefits available
typewrite, to complete your
Call Corp Office 260-7929.
applications fix msd/law school. etc.
Will transcnbe your taped
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
interviews or research notes.
sell discount subcnptions to Bay
Fax
Machine. Notary Public.
Auto
dialers.
newspapers.
Area
Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
Call ANNA at 972-4992.
near lightrail -4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly ES plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.
HEALTH & BEAUTY
EARN EXTRA CASH S
up to $600/month!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-40 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1650-324-1900, M F. 8-4:30.
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
at remodeled Chevron stations
2 locations, F/T, P/T. flexible
hours. Call 295-3964. Ask for
Ophelia.
ALASKA SUMMER EPAPLOYMENT
Fishing industry. Excellent earnings & benefits potential. All major
employers. Ask us how! 517-3243115 ext. A60411.

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back -Chest - Lip- Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt
1/2 price if made before 5/30/98.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(4011) 379-3500.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

RENTAL HOUSING

TUTORING
CALCUUJS VIDEOS
ARE YOU HAVING TROUBLE
LEARNING CALCULUS?
Don’t fall behind in your class.
Get help now and
be ahead of the mass.
If you don’t get it the first time
Just Rewind. Rewind. Rewind.
SEND for information about your
Calculus Video Tutorial TODAY.
Arid your 24-HOUR TUTOR
will soon be on its WAY!
For more information send a self.
addressd stamped envelope to:
S-NewO
1245 Marshall Road
Brighton. TN 38011
ENGLISH TUTOR
Speaking, Writing & Editing
Expenenced with the needs
of Foreign Students,
Credentialed Teacher & M.A.
Call Jessica (408)978-8034.

INSTRUCTION
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock.
Fusion. Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408.298.6124.
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Proressors of Piano
’National Teachers Guild Assn.
National Suzuki Assn,
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Starting 520/hr.
Call 408-241-6662
in Santa Clara for wur
FREE FIRST LESSON -INTER VEW

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
-Gard Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student" "Family Multi -car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down / Monthly Payments
No Driver Refused
’ Cancelled or Rejected
’ Dui ’Suspended License
’ Accidents ’Tickets
’ Immediate SR Filings
’ Good Dnver Discount
’ Non/Owner Operator
Ilarn8p Mondry - Saturday
’ Free Phone Quotes
’Call Us Now...
(408) 241-5400
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

NEED FINANCIAL HELP" For
information on where to get an
application for fraud ad & scholar
ships. send $5.00 to 4984 Severance
Dr. #11188 #5. San Jose, CA 95136

Certain advertisements in
these colwrins may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods of services.
In addition, readers should
carefully imostigate all limn
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
%mations or merchandise,

408-924-3277

After the fifth day. rate increases by $1 per day
Furst line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge.
Additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 tines: $110

are offered free, 3

k

/

one classification:
lewd.

Classified desk is located tri Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10.00 am. two weekdays before publication
on cancelled ads
NI ads are prepaid. No refunds
Rates for consecueve publicabons dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (400)9244277

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

**Lost & Found ads

Please check

Five ACIfte
Days
$13 tri5Suw
$14
erww
$lS
$16
Send check or rnoney order b.
Spartan Deity Classifieds
San Jcee State University
San ..13fia, CA 95192-0149

for a3 line ad for 3 days.

90 FORD 1-BIRD. Very Clean.
Light Silver-Blue. Good Condition.
Runs Great. Auto trans. AM/FM
Cass. Power extras. 113k mi.
All service records. Pnce reduced!
$4650 o.b.o. Must sell! Please
call 227-1145.

COMPUTERS ETC

MUMS
486-50Mhz 15" monitor 24 MB
RAM 850 MBHDD 33.6 modem
6xCD-ROM $200. Man 291-7901

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration expenenced by
skydiving, Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Only $57.00 per year,
Save 30%- 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

ROSS WORD

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CAI,I,

Name

Four
Days
$11
$12
113
$14

AUTOS FOR SALE

Daily
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Rates: 3 -line minimum
Three
One
Two
Days
Days
Day
3 lines
$7
$S
$S
4 lines
$10
$G
$e
$t 1
5 lines
$7
$9
6 lines
$12
$10
$e
$1 for each additional line.

SHARED HOUSING

2 BORK APARTMENT -5950/MO. COZY, FURMSHED Basement Room
in old Willow Glen. Quiet tree lined
Security type building
street. Serious, male student.
Secure Parking
$500/mo. Msg: 408/293-6427.
Close In
Modem Building
WANTED. Chinese couple,
ROOM
Room
Laundry
grad students, looking for room to
Village Apartments
with
American family. We’re
rent
576 South Fifth Street
quiet. clean nonsmokers. Prefer
(408) 295-6893
to be near public trans. Will pay
780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS. up to $500. and/or some work in
Large 2 bdrm/2 bath. Very clean. exchange. Please call 923-5357.
Security type bldg. Laundry. cable.
ample parking. Walk or nde bike to
TRAVEL
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits to hold
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
an apartment. 5995-$1045/mo.
EUROPE SUMMER ’98
Call 288-9157.
WESTCOAST DEP’S $478 R/T
Mexico/Canbb $209-5249 R/T
HAWAII $119 o/w
SERVICES
Call 415-834-9192
http://www.arrhitch.org
*TAX PREPARATION487-3203
R.D. Rose Assoc 50 Airport Pkwy
Schedule your appointment.
Day Evening Weekend
CAMPUS CLUBS
ComputenzedUcensedE3onded
EPECOPAUANS
FRIENDS
ANGUCANS
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
San Francisco Overnight
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting
* in Grace Cathedral
Essays, letters, application
2/13 eve to 2/14 afternoon
statements, proposals, reports.
Midnight Mass Meditation
etc. For more info, please call
Singing - Discussion Taize
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
Join college students
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. EMall
from all Northern Calif
Episcopal Canterbury Community
MISSING SOMETHING?
Details: 408-293-2401 or
Need a spiritual boost?
http://r rters.aolcorn/EpiCcranS1
Need a break" Try Out*
The Enlightenment Support Group
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
at The Book CafØ Center
3483-95 S. Bascom
(4081978-8034
CricsocAll fats & interdenominaecnal
Others say "Its always raw aid vital."
it supports me in my life..."
"I get in contact with the real me."
"I experience wholeness."
Suggested Donation:
The price you pay for a movie.

JUUCILICICILILLILILIJUILIJLICILILLIJUJILLILILILILI

Ad

"Those meterologists know as much about
weather as I know about calculus"

FAX: 408-924-3282

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

MARKETING ASST: No expen
ence, open salary, flexible hours.
part time or full time. Must be
creative and ready to explore Adv.
& Marketing channels. Pls call for
appointment at 2418160.
TELEMARKETING: No experience.
$6 $25/hr Part tune or full time.
Flexible hours, work from your
home or our office to assist Real
Estate executive. Must be people
;arson and low to talk and to make
niece money. Call 241-8160.

"I was seeing the girl across the street, but
then she pulled her curtains shut."

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no clairn for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

like Helmbold, was looking at the
broader picture beyond Tucker’s
case.
"If we don’t believe in change
among prisoners, then how can he
rehabilitate prisoners? We have
to give them at least a chance,"
Baba said.

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc’
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities
Ads must

lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

be

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty’
Sports/Thrills’
Insurance
Entenainrnene
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
Scholarships

placed in person

ACROSS
1 Hurry
5 Snooty person
9 Game of chance
14 Hawks arena
15 Cook book
16 Loathe
17 Web master"!
19 Dunk
20 Seasonal worker
21 Within sight
22 Servants
23 Gave the
meaning of
25 Dachshunds
26 Pleasure
27 Set of five
30 Bookstore
section
33 Oil city
34 Modern
36 Sailor s call
37 Began a card
game
38 Disgusting
39 Crows voice
40 Tries to find
41 Move stealthily
42 Sunup to sunset
44 Apple --45 Big League
events
46 Part of a ship
50 Useful
52 Dracula.’ girl
53 Green
vegetable
54 Tourists escort
55 New Orleans
celebration
of
57 Elizabeth
cosmetics
58 . -- Do Is Dream
of You
59 French river
60 Hit the trail
61 Joke
62 Reacted to a cut

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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DOWN
1 Gave medicine
2 Plenty
3 Take a whiff
4 Concealed
s Silver __
movies
6 Wanderer
7 Actor Sharif
8 Forbid
9 Pasta dish
10 Double-reed
player
11 Thump
12 Pitch
13 Bauxite e g
18 Boredom
22 Clammy
24 Up in the air
25 Blunts
27 Earth
upheaval
28 Oklahoma town
29 Blab
30 Pouch

IIIMM
RIMIO

31 African
country
32 Des Moines
place
33 Pours
35 Tiny
37 God or
goddess
36 Watch
40 Pupil
41 Red Sea
peninsula
43 Thataway
44 Expert
46 Daughters
47 Spring month
48 Rent
49 Relieved
50 Damage
51 Verdi opera
52 G rider or
drake
54 Ft el
55 Ml rank
56 Sailor
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Focus

Expensive raw fish gets into the swim of things
said Nina Kalmoutis, retail operations manager
Kalmoutis said the food court has been selling
sushi for the past five to six years. About 50 pack
ages a day are sold for under $4 each.
At a new sushi rest;n1rant on Setlind Street
it raw fish. known ;IS sushi,
St uncut
t it
can’t decide if the decades -old American trend is near campus, the owner siud students SPIall
have taken to his
ending or picking up steam
most - raw fish.
"For nit, its a natural high. l’in hooked
"We had at
1% because it health\ and there’s one on every
cIt’ iler.- said Jennifer Benton. graduate student of least 40 students
within the last
g,i\ eminent teaching credential program.
I
NI It everyone agrees with Benton’s ass(’ssment. week," said Kevin
"It’s beyond trt’ritI It5 megatrendy. Were on Bonyadi, owner of
the decline and that’s \%hy we see that blonde lady Kako Boat Sushi
making sushi at home in television)," said David Bar.
Bonyadi
’romans. senior history major. " ’Fun Mr kids!’
the
opened
’fliat’s mit sushi .inymor."
six
’Flier, :ire seven sushi restaurants around San restaurant
plus two in Japantown and weeks ago. The
lose State I ’iii vi
a number or
places popular with students sushi bar offers
licated in towns such as Cupertino and Santa floating trays of
sushi on little
Clara
If you get a craving for sushi on campus, the boats that drift
Student Union Food Court has sushi brought in by patrons. Forty
from the California Sushi Grill, which they keep percent to 50 percent of Bonyadi’s
on ice
are
"Thev bring it to us every day. They make it customers
,’,;
cusnever seen a drop-off" repeat
fresh People love it Vi I’
!iv su/anne Ferrante
lit A11111

tomer,
"(Mr busii’st time is ;luring lunch We ye had a
lot of university professors and !radii,: lioriyadi
said
Sushi can be expen,ivr because chi -I, often use
only the prime filets ;II the fish, ir.avirit; mirth
iiiiii,ed, such
the head, tail.
hone- ;and tat
1(estatirants briv
Irish whole fi,h.
paying Mr part,
be
will
that
unused
Price, ;at most
sushi bars range
from $1.20 to
$:1 75 Mr two to
six pieces
:Many people
think that sushi
is raw fish, but
that is only one
type of slishi
According to
1Vorld Wide Sushi
it t
I< est it
a trot; I ;\ Ill I,
1{eference infor-

’nation, ;isfiirrii is the type of sushi that is made
Or prepared ri,,y 11.11
with
anything made
In .J:ij;iru,".14,11I
there me dozens of variwith vinejoired ri,t.
eties.
Sushi rolls ;arc decorative packages made of
small pads 01 rice featuring ia select bit of seaf)md
and vegetables with a laver if dried .eaweed
’alifornia
Some ciaialionly found roll, an.
Roll feral) meat. or imitation crab with ;IVO, ado,.
de. Itallil)IM Roll a roll with diagonal strip- of
food across the top; and the Philadelphia Roll
and
(fresh or smoked sall1101) crearn
able filler,
sort
ACCOrdelg tit A.WW!"eSieCiell.COel.

tie, POPeler

flelicacy began a century al!), a:- a
Raw fish \vas cleaned
111(11001 of preserving fish
and pressed between layers of ,alt and weighted
with a stone. In a few week.-. the stone was
rennived and a wrapping was placed over the food.
After a few niontlis, the fermented fish and rice
was considered ready to eat During the early
1900- an inventive chef mimed ’Mimi bypassed the
fermentation stage ;and served so,Iii in v\ hat
becana its present form
ti; a concert While students can’t seen; Ill
sus ii thi, popular cui-me it appear- raNA fish will
continue to be a big seller

Father of self-esteem movement abandons campaign for governor
State Sen.
SA( ’RAM ENT( ) AP,
John Vasconcellos abandoned his
exploratory campaign Mr governor on
Tuesday. saying that "it is not in me to
beg tor the eniirIlloils amount of money
\\ Inch a SUCC,--4111 campaign requires.
Vasconcellos announcement that he
would not enter the race repeated con urns cited by 1..5. Sen. Dianne
Feinstein two weeks ago and Mrmer
White House Chief Id Staff Leon
Pan,tt a on Ml MILO.’ in their announcements that they )ilso had decided not to
run.
The three announcements reduce the
field seeking the 1)1-n1(s:retie nomination to Lt. Gov Gray Davis imd multimillionaire businessman Al Checchi,
with Rip. -Jan’ Harman raising a late
trial balloon.
Attorney General Dan Lungren is
the only announced major candidiCe fur
the Republican nomination, with Los
Angeles May,ir Richard Riordan weigh-

ing a last-minute challenge.
Vasconcellos, one, of the Legislature’s
last unabashed liberals )ind the father
Califiirnia’s self-esteem movement,
formed an exploratory committee in
September to determine if he had sufficient support to win the June 2
Democratic primary.
In a written statement, Vasconcellos
said he received encouragement to run
from thousands of Californians and
that he believes he could have provided
leadership that inspires and government that works, but that he also recognized the realities of’ fundraising.
"I am deeply disappointed to
announce I will not be a candidate.,"
Vasconcellos said.
"My decision proceeds from my realization that, despite my love for
California and our people. I am unwilling to expend endless hours begging Mr
enough dollars to carry myself and my
message to the people to become a cum-

petitive candidate. Nly life is too precious; It’s not ill nit. to ill
In his announcement Monday that
he would not be running. Panetta estimated that it would take at h’list $211
million to conduct a successful rani
paii,m, which he .:aid no ’ant facing a $1
million -a-week fundraising piece for the
June primary.
That may be a sad commentary on
the state of money and politics in our
times. hut it is also a reality that I can’t
ignore,’- Panetta said.
Feinstein was more if idirect in her
comments. saying that campaignitig for
a statewide- office -is an inordinately difficult and debilitating process.- and
referring indirectly to how distasteful
attack ads :Ind fund-raising demands
had become).
Vasconcelbis. a 65 -year-old SAWA
Clara lawyer, got his start in politics as
travel secretary to then -(;(iv P;it II m iv, ii
in the 1960s.

Assembly
lie was (li,c11.(1 to thi
in 11.1firi and served there :10 years until
socceeded his longtime friend. Al
Alquist, in the SIalal, a year ;tgo
Vic-coma-11os has been a pow;rfail figlit the Legislat on-. serving bur more
than a di T.1111. A, cliairni;fli Ill Ilp
erful Assembly \\*ay, and Niagara,
Committee
liut hi, greatest ramie outside the
state Capitol came from his 19)..s6 li’gui-am California Task
hitmtitu
Force to Promote Self- Este; in and
Personal and 5,elal Responihility
The ,ell-e,reern commis,ion was
widely lanipooned. including two m.eeks
but Doonesbury cartoons and frequent
lokes by television comedians But the
ideas developed in its three-year study
caught un ;and were IA idely reported in
kith academic itud popular publication-

AA
... I am unwilling to
expend endless hours
begging for enough
dollars to carry myself
and my message to
the people to become
a competitive candidate.
John Vasconcellos
State Senator

Internet makes people -searching
easier, hiding virtually impossible
Until the (lawn of the Internet, if’ you wanted to find a long-1( 1st friend, lover cur relative
the heti. It your search probably rested in the
hands of a private detective
This is no longer the case. my friends. You
can to
,irld the Internet to your people
searchim. Ir people stalking ;arsenal, whichev)r your liag Illay
Th, is probably tuti big surprise, even for
those of us who wet our mints at the mere
mention of the wird browser Every search
engine available Viii Ii, Lycos, Excite, e,tc.)
inch. les a -people search- which will do a
decent -to-good rot, of finding people’s addressI-’. Cull 11111,111. numbers
Soma- have a few bells and whistles such as
I www.excite.coml After finding your
long -lost love or %kiwi-v.1;r. Excite gives the
.earcher iin option to send t "t)1111111 -ii aareetun, card or a letter via "snail mail- Alio r.s
Jibnt office; Mr the small fee of $ti 75 for a
;;reeting card or Si 95 for a letter
(If course, the price includes postage. But if
you cared enough to find the- person, you
shoold limb ihably just buy a stamp instead of’
trying to impress him or her with your ciimmiter
v \ and save a few bones.
Just as with most rapidly developing
Industrie,. the Internet has opened (hors to
complementary industries
especially thosewhere information is gold.
And what is the infiermat ion most golden to
ytiu

If you didn’t answer "yours" you probably
should have.
A case in point is what I have found to be
tIii most impre.ssive compilation of white and
yellow pages links Mund on the web at
www.contractjobs.ecim lien., a surfer has
free access to the home addresses and phone
numbers of virtually all individuals listed in
their community’s phone book. These entries
not iinly include out of state books but reach

Web B James S. Gunsalus

A

across international borders int() over 45
countries around the world. The site also has
an impressive list ofe-minl locators and world
weather links.
Once access is made to www.contractjobs.com, one has the option of using a numher of databases. The one I have found easiest
to use and most successful in finding people
domestically is located at www.databaseamerica.com
(last
updated
in
November), or in the USA link, located in the
list of countries at www.contractjobs.com.
Database America is a company that caters
to many search engines in its people-finding
Options. The beautiful thing about its database is the fact it gives users an option to
remove their online listing at the source). The
down side is, it may take up to six months to
be removed. The next alternative is contacting
the phone company,
So whether you are interested in finding
someone or don’t want to be- found, you might
want to take a look at the site.
As the Internet gets bigger, the world is
getting smaller, and it’s getting easier to reach
taut and touch some -one, like- it or not.
James S. Gunsalas is a Spartan Daily ea editor His web column will appear every
Wednesday.

Standford student reports
sexual assault in dormitory
STANFORD I Al’i
A
Stanford University student
reported that she was sexually
assiitilted in her dormitory
Tuesday, campus officials said.
In a brief statement, spokeswoman Janet liasti said the student reported that the assailant
entered her unlocked room
between 9 a nu. and 11 a.m.
while she was sleeping and
attacked her
Campus police said no details
about the. suspect were.
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ately
Basu refused to say if the
alleged attack occurred in the.
dormitory of Chelsea Clinton,
the. president’s daughter, who is
enrolled as a freshman at
Stanford. She. said that under
the university’s policy, they cannot comment on individual students.
Whitt. House OffiCials Said
Chelsea Clinton had returned to Ut
Stanford on Sunday after visiting her parents in Camp David.
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